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Abstract: In both academic and practitioner literature, the term "impact" is conceptualized broadly.
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Yet the application of impact is construed much more narrowly, in association with (uni)-directional

research;

relationships between variables and methodological frameworks oriented towards a positivist

transformation;

approach. Such a conceptualization is problematic, particularly in the context of initiatives that have

dialogue;

a goal of internal, individual transformation. Thus, I suggest reconceptualizing impact to

intersubjectivity

acknowledge human agency and explore change more holistically. I argue for a reclaiming of
impact by the post-positivist qualitative research community, given the potential of qualitative
methodologies to elucidate dialogic understandings of impact and the intersubjective context
through which transformation emerges.
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1. Introduction
In this article, I argue for a reclaiming of the term "impact" 1 in the context of postpositivist qualitative research. In both academic literature and working papers in
the field, impact has been conceptualized with acknowledgment of its wide
ranging, long-term, and both intended and unintended nature. Yet the
methodological conceptualization of impact has been construed much more
narrowly, in association with positivist epistemologies, causal, (uni)-directional
relationships between variables, experimental (or quasi-experimental) research,
and, therefore, primarily with quantitative techniques for data analysis. Indeed,
measurement of impact continues to rely mostly on counter-factual approaches to
causation (e.g., COOK, SCRIVEN, CORYN & EVERGREEN, 2010; MOHR,
1999) even as alternative conceptualizations of impact and a call for the use of
qualitative approaches have been brought forth in methodological literature (e.g.,
CUNLIFFE & SCARATTI, 2017; DONMOYER, 2012; NORGBEV, 2016; WHITE,
1

I use quotation marks here around the word impact to note the significance of the term;
however, in the remainder of the article the term is used without quotation marks.
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2009). In this sense, there is a significant disconnect between impact as it is
conceptualized practically, and the approaches used in impact-related research. [1]
This disconnect is especially problematic when we consider research that focuses
on programs or interventions with goals of enabling change that cannot be easily
understood or reconstructed through standardized measures. For instance, in the
educational sphere, areas such as multicultural education, civic education, and
social emotional learning aim to enable transformation among students in how
they relate to themselves, their classmates, and more broadly to those different
from them. In conflict regions, peace education and peacebuilding programs that
bring together participants from different identity groups create opportunities to
shift how participants in these programs view members of the adversarial
group(s) and conflict narratives (SALOMON, 2002). In these areas and many
others, even as research on the impact of programs abounds, it often relies on
measures that are questionable in terms of being meaningful to participants, or
that fail to take into account how program outcomes are shaped by external
factors (e.g., ALLEN & SHARP, 2017; FIRCHOW, 2018; ROSS, 2017). More
broadly, the very nature of impact is mostly conceptualized as occurring
unidirectionally, where programs are viewed as active causes while individuals
are assumed to be passive recipients of the effects of these programs. [2]
This article, therefore, serves as a call to qualitative researchers to reclaim impact
as a term that encompasses what can be known through non-positivist
approaches to researching change, and that moves beyond the narrow
epistemological and methodological frameworks within which it is currently
perceived as holding legitimacy. Broadening the frame of reference for this term
is important in order to bring the methodological approaches used for researching
impact in line with how the term is used in social inquiry, particularly given the
emphasis placed in policy and practice contexts on utilizing impact as a central
factor in making choices about funding and program support. Moreover, it
presents an opportunity to address ethical and justice-oriented implications of
defining impact in ways that account for the active role individuals take in their
own transformation. [3]
To that end, I argue in this article that impact should acknowledge human agency
as well as include a more holistic focus on what individuals take away from their
experiences, how they perceive the influence of their experiences, and why these
experiences are important. This points to the potential benefit of a dialogic
conceptualization of impact, which engages participants' perspectives on their
own active engagement with transformation, rather than a view that frames
impact as something done to them—and thus to the role that qualitative
methodologies can—and should—play in our use of the term. In the following, I
define impact as it has been discussed both conceptually and methodologically in
the literature prior to discussing the relationship between impact and
conceptualizations of causality more specifically. I then utilize a series of
empirical examples from my own research to illustrate the limitations of existing
approaches, and draw from these examples to propose a holistic, dialogic
reconceptualization of impact. [4]
FQS http://www.qualitative-research.net/
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2. Defining Impact
Definitions of impact in much of the literature, as well as among development
agencies that engage in transformative initiatives, are wide ranging. For instance,
ROGERS (2012) noted that in multi-lateral agencies, impact is viewed as, "the
positive and negative, intended and unintended, direct and indirect, primary and
secondary effects produced by an intervention" (p.2). Similarly, the WK
KELLOGG FOUNDATION (2004), in its distinction between outcomes and
impacts, framed the latter as intended or unintended changes "in organizations,
communities, or systems as a result of program activities" (p.2) as opposed to
specific changes in participant behaviors, knowledge, skills, or status, which are
defined as program outcomes. The UNITED KINGDOM RESEARCH
EXCELLENCE FRAMEWORK (2019) defined impact, "as an effect on, change or
benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the
environment or quality of life" (p.68); moreover, the framework explicitly indicated
that reductions in negative effects are constitutive of impact, just as are increases
in positive effects. When taken together, these suggest that impact is both
broadly conceptualized and that it might be explored through a range of possible
methodological frameworks. [5]
BHOLA's (2000) distinction between three types of impact indicates a similarly
broad understanding of the term, with a focus on temporal rather than conceptual
distinctions. He defined impact as one of the following: 1. impact by design,
where "an impact can be seen to have resulted from an immediately preceding
intervention" (p.163); 2. impact by interaction, the "outcomes of an original
intervention interacting with other concurrent interventions made by other agents
and agencies, and thereby enhancing or inhibiting effects of the original
intervention" (p.164); and 3. impact by emergence: "those outcomes that emerge
from the original intervention, its interactions with other concurrent interventions,
and historical and cultural processes" (ibid.). BHOLA's distinction between these
types of impact is useful in illustrating that, with the exception of impact by
design, which focuses on immediate results, impact may only become known
over longer timeframes. Even when impact is viewed more narrowly, e.g., as the
end of the causal chain (WHITE, 2010), it is clear that longer temporal periods
are necessary for understanding what the impact of an initiative actually is. [6]
Finally, BHOLA's (2000) distinction between types of impact also adds to our
understanding of what the breadth of impact may potentially entail: not only
outcomes directly linked to an intervention, but also changes that result during
different temporal periods and/or through a broad range of processes and
experiences. In other words, BHOLA pointed to impact as defined not only in
terms of outcomes but also in terms of the underlying processes that lead from
interventions to outcomes. Moreover, BHOLA noted that impact by emergence
includes both unanticipated and unexpected elements, further illustrating that
impact cannot be explained only in relation to pre-determined indicators of
success. [7]
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Based on this, I suggest that we should define impact as a concept that is
characterized as open, broad, and reflective of a broad swath of changes that
might be attributed to some program or intervention, over a significant length of
time, and in multiple areas. As BELZER (2003) argued, the breadth of this
definition is necessary in order "to deliver an enriched understanding of what
[interventions] can accomplish" (p.46), and to move beyond a focus on individual
outcomes. [8]

3. Methodological Engagement With Impact
The wide-ranging understanding of impact narrows considerably when discussing
methodological engagement with the term. This is especially true in the
evaluation literature; however, a narrow methodological framing of impact occurs
more broadly in social inquiry as well. The United States Agency for International
Development (USAID), for example, defined impact assessment thus:
"Impact evaluations measure the change in a development outcome that is
attributable to a defined intervention; impact evaluations are based on models of
cause and effect and require a credible and rigorously defined counterfactual to
control for factors other than the intervention that might account for the observed
change" (quoted in ROGERS, 2012, p.2). [9]

Likewise, while WHITE (2010), as referenced above, acknowledged that impact
often refers to long-term effects, in discussing its methodological framing he
focused on assessment of attribution, in a way that draws on counterfactuals to
demonstrate how much the intervention contributed to the overall change in the
outcome of interest (p.159). By emphasizing causal models that require
counterfactuals, as I argue further below, definitions such as those articulated by
WHITE and by USAID inevitably create strict limitations on what can be
understood within the broad concept of impact. [10]
Of course, not all scholars or practitioners share this view. For example, YU and
McLAUGHLIN (2013) discussed measurement of impact as broadly as impact
itself is conceptualized: for them, the process is one of "analyzing significant
changes, whether positive or negative, intended or unintended, as a result of a
particular planned activity, program, intervention, or project, on people's lives"
(p.25). BECKER (2001) framed the concept similarly, with a future-oriented
emphasis: he defined impact's measurement as "the process of identifying the
future consequences of a current or proposed action" (p.312). Likewise,
researchers' own "impact case studies" are used by the UNITED KINGDOM
RESEARCH EXCELLENCE FRAMEWORK (2019) to evaluate the significance
and reach of research in non-academic contexts; the same is true in the
Australian Excellence in Innovation program (see also GALÁN-DÍAZ, EDWARDS,
NELSON & VAN DER WAL, 2015; MORGAN JONES, MANVILLE &
CHATAWAY, 2017; MORGAN JONES, CASTLE-CLARKE, MANVILLE,
GUNASHEKAR & GRANT, 2013). [11]
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Defining processes of measuring impact in these broader ways allow for
methodological orientations encompassing a range of qualitative approaches to
inquiry. However, narrower conceptualizations of impact as something to be
measured through traditional notions of causality, and, in many cases,
counterfactuals, suggest that impact is a concept that exists primarily in a
positivist epistemological framework and thus, is a legitimate concept to discuss
only in the context of research that relies on experimental designs and/or
randomized control trials (RCTs). For example, SONDERGELD and KOSKEU
(2011) argued that according to federal government standards, experimental
methods are necessary to infer causal relationships (p.95). Similarly, the World
Bank and other agencies primarily recognize experimental design and
counterfactual-based approaches to assessing impact (JONES, JONES, STEER
& DATTA, 2009). Although others have suggested that causality can be
understood by identifying underlying processes or attributes that do not require
experimental designs or even, necessarily, collection of numerical/quantitative
data (e.g., GARBARINO & HOLLAND, 2009), quantifiable data remain the priority
in the majority of studies where impact is an area of focus. YU and
McLAUGHLIN's (2013) discussion of evaluation in non-profit organizations
exemplifies this, highlighting how impact assessment often focuses on
quantifiable results even as this misses assessment of many of the ways in which
organizations' work can be transformative. [12]

4. Impact and Causal Inference
Central to the predominant approach of measuring impact is a unidirectional
understanding of causality and causal inference, which persists even as impact
as a concept opens itself up to methodological pluralism, and thus reinforces a
positivist "claiming" of the term. As MAXWELL (2004a) noted, there are two main
schools regarding the nature of causal inference and how it can be ascertained:
variable-based approaches where scholars focus on causal connections (Variable
A influences Variable B); and mechanism-based approaches via which
researchers investigate the processes that lead from one variable to another (see
also MAXWELL, 2004b). To this, SMALL (2013) and other sociologists added the
qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) approach to causal inference, which
focuses on reverse causal questions and identifies combinations of conditions
that can be considered necessary and sufficient for an outcome to occur. [13]
Within the variable-based approach, randomized control trials (RCTs) are the
"gold standard" in measuring impact. Indeed, central to traditional approaches for
researching impact is an emphasis on comparison, specifically through the use of
randomized control trials within which treatment groups are compared to nontreatment (control) groups. ROSSI, LIPSEY and FREEMAN (2004) stated that
"[a]ll impact assessments are inherently comparative" (p.236) and require
considering what the condition would have been in the absence of the program.
In discussing how this comparison is made, they encouraged use of either
experimental or quasi-experimental research designs involving a randomized
control group and an intervention group (in experimental designs), or a
FQS http://www.qualitative-research.net/
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nonrandomized participant group and a nonparticipant group in which members
are similar to participants (p.237). [14]
Clearly, there are inherent challenges in designing and implementing randomized
control trials and experimental designs, particularly when research is constrained
by limited resources. However, assumptions of a unidirectional relationship
between cause and effect are not limited to RCTs, but are present in social
inquiry drawing on divergent methodological frameworks. For example, in
ethnographic research, strong causal arguments in much of the literature are
based on researchers' use of comparisons in the style of experimental studies
(ABEND, PETRE & SAUDER, 2013), and scholars seeking to understand causal
mechanisms (an approach that ABELL & ENGEL [2021] referred to as
"ethnographic causality") also hold assumptions about unidirectional causal
frameworks (e.g., BLEE, 2013; JOBLING, 2014). Researchers focused on the
persuasive power of language also tend to look at the effects of certain forms of
speaking or writing in ways that assume unidirectionality (e.g., BASAVE & HE,
2016; BULL & WADDLE, 2019; MENEGATTI & RUBINI, 2013). Moreover,
investigators proposing suggestions for overcoming the challenges of
implementing RCTs still often assume the need for counterfactuals: AZZAM and
CHRISTIE (2007) suggested using public or semi-public databases as a source
for creating comparison groups when it isn't possible to compare participant and
nonparticipant groups. Similarly, BJURULF, VENDUNG and LARSSON (2013)
argued for an approach they call measuring cluster effects through triangulation
(MCET), which involves "methodological triangulation" (p.57) by using a
combination of "shadow controls" (p.59) (estimates of which elements of an
outcome are generated from an intervention, as provided by individuals who have
special insights, through a process of comparing actual outcomes with estimates
of what would have happened without the intervention) and "generic controls"
(ibid.) (comparing target group outcomes with outcomes of one or more control
groups to which the target group could potentially belong). Thus, even given the
legitimacy of process-based approaches that open up possibilities for the use of
qualitative techniques for understanding impact, causality remains
overwhelmingly associated with a positivist epistemological framework in which
causality as unidirectional is assumed (MAXWELL, 2004a; see also MANZANO,
2016; MATTHIAS, DOERING-WHITE, SMITH & HARDESTY, 2021; MOHR,
1999). [15]
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5. Understanding Impact: Research Examples
Two particular challenges with unidirectional, counter-factual-focused approaches
to measuring impact are first, that scholars using them miss the possibility of
change being something unknown, relying instead on pre-determined indicators;
and second, that in the context of interventions that target change at an individual
level, researchers seem to suggest that individuals who are changed are unable
to articulate what that change is. This means that the researcher must compare
that person's experience to what "might have happened if" in order to determine
whether change has occurred. In this sense, in the counter-factual approach, the
researcher's predetermination of what impact might be takes on more
significance than an individual's conceptualization of self or awareness about
one's own internal transformation. This aligns with the onto-epistemological
understandings of a positivist approach to social inquiry; however, it does not
align with the broad conceptualization of impact which scholars note should
encompass intended and unintended, short- and long-term dimensions of
change. [16]
To this end, in the remainder of this article, I ask: what might a reimagined
framework for researching impact entail? Below, I draw on three empirical
examples from my own research to illustrate a possible approach. Through these,
I show the nature of impact as first, more than just the effect of some-thing on
some-one, and second, as constructed dialogically through reflection with self or
with others, during or following transformative experiences. I expand on these
points in the discussion. [17]
5.1 Example 1
The first example comes from an interview I conducted as part of a participatory
research study about restorative justice initiatives implemented within a
correctional institution in New England. In this project, I focused on trying to
understand the nature of individuals' experiences within a specific restorative
justice program, as well as participants' perspectives about whether and how the
program changed them. The following (condensed) excerpt comes from a part of
an interview where one participant (P) described his program experiences and his
perceptions about how he changed as a result:
"P: I think like letting go and understanding what shame is, and embracing it, not
avoiding it, not running from it, so I think ... where we are dealing with shaming, kind
of helped me ...2
Researcher: Like shame about your identity?
P: [S]ocial identity, the reason why I say this is because, for the longest, I never knew
I felt some type of way about my heritage, where it was like, growing up, we was all
together and then at a certain age we split apart. So, after that... it was just my
mother, sister and brother, whatever the case is and for the longest, I mean the
2

All excerpts are drawn from interviews I transcribed word for word. The excerpts in Examples 2
and 3 I translated from the original language (Hebrew) in which the interviews were conducted.
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streets, it was predominantly black, I mean, the neighborhood I grew in so for years I
didn't know, but I became ashamed of being Puerto Rican and Dominican, because, I
felt like, [my Puerto Rican father] left. So [long pause] yeah, so [voice trembling] boy
oh boy. Alright. So, so one day we was doing the exercise [a social identity exercise
that is part of the curriculum of this program], and the whole thing started of like oh,
are you black, or you—whatever the case is and somebody was like Puerto Rican,
you know, [and I was like] no! And ... I actually had to think about it, like, I wasn't
always proud to be Latino ... I felt, you know, growing up as a kid, whatever, as I
came to prison, whatever, and I, I basically grown up in prison, and being around
people of my heritage, and not understanding, from, not a child's mind but a mature
man, that I was actually ashamed of it because in my head it was like that man's
leaving ... I see that it was just a perspective but I never knew that there was
something I was ashamed of, until going through the exercises, and it was like,
somebody asked that question and I was going to answer, oh yeah, I am proud of
being [Puerto Rican] but it wasn't always that way, and it was something hard to
admit, like why don't you identify with your own race? You know, so there was like a,
a lot of shame in there ...
Researcher: Yeah. So it sounds like that was significant, that part—
P: It was something that I never really thought about, it was just something that
happened and it was in discussion like oh shit! It kind of hit me.
Researcher: Right. Yeah
P: And that's why we kind of, put it into the curriculum [this participant was part of a
group that was involved in revising the initial curriculum for the restorative justice
program]. Cuz it's something people don't talk about ... It was a good thing to bring in
but it's something as simple as that, that kind of, [laughs], you know blows your mind.
So like I said on many levels, it helped me out ... it was just, I was able to work
through some issues and now being able to listen and be able to admit that, listen,
maybe this, I was ashamed of this and I can address it." [18]

Among the conversations I had with restorative justice participants, this one stood
out in two ways. First, it stood out in terms of the participant's statements about
how he came to realize his shame through an intersubjective experience. As he
noted, "I never knew that there was something I was ashamed of, until going
through the exercises, and it was like, somebody asked that question." In other
words, it was from engaging in dialogue with other participants in the restorative
justice program that he came to better understand himself and thus "be able to
admit that, listen, maybe this, I was ashamed of this and I can address it": that is,
be in a position to change. His statements to this effect illustrate that the impact
of this program, for this participant, was emergent, and more specifically,
emergent through the experience of engaging with others in the restorative
justice program. [19]
The second key piece of this excerpt that stands out is the way that it was
articulated. Having not been at the session where this particular conversation
took place, how could I understand the significance of what had been
experienced, and how would I know what emotions this participant felt on this
day? My understanding of the impact of the restorative justice initiative on this
FQS http://www.qualitative-research.net/
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individual came from the fact that in the context of his dialogic encounter with me,
this participant experienced (re-experienced?) his transformation in the context of
that dialogue. The emotions attached to discussing his identity and shame about
that identity were explicit in the conversation, and beyond his verbal utterances,
were expressed in a particularly significant way: through tears that rose up in his
eyes as he spoke about shame, through long pauses in his speech and the
difficulty that he clearly experienced in articulating himself. That is, it was through
our dialogue about his experience that he was able to communicate the change
that the program enabled. As a result of how he communicated this change, I had
the sense of experiencing it alongside him—I almost viscerally could feel the
significance he attributed to his transformation. To this end, the impact of the
program on this participant not only emerged intersubjectively, but also became
explicit through the dialogue between the two of us. This suggests the importance
of considering dialogic approaches to researching impact, which allow for
participants to articulate—and at times to understand through that articulation—
how they were transformed by the program or initiative being assessed. [20]
5.2 Example 2
A second example comes from a follow up conversation held with a woman I had
initially interviewed two years prior as part of a different study. My focus in this
project was on the perceived impact of participating in programs implemented by
Jewish-Palestinian encounter organizations in Israel and how these experiences
fit into individuals' life histories. V, a Jewish woman, had just finished her military
service in the Israel Defense Forces when I first interviewed her; two years later
she contacted me to let me know she wanted to meet because she had come to
some important realizations about the significance of her encounter program
participation. [21]
During our second conversation, V explained to me that she was part of a
program for young Israeli leaders and, as part of that program, had recently
organized a set of activities for her group to get to know Palestinian citizens. After
discussing the specifics of these activities, V told me,3
"I felt that the messages I wanted to convey, were conveyed to the rest of my group
… but I think that, like, the kind of getting to know one another that we had in the
encounter program—it's almost impossible in other situations. I mean ... [these
activities with the leadership group] just brought into focus for me how much the
experience [in the encounter program] actually changed my life path. I think I am a
different person as a result of [this encounter program experience]." [22]

V's comment about feeling she was a different person speaks to her
understanding of the impact of participating in the encounter program. What is
particularly important about her statement, however, is not just what that impact
3

Citizens of Israel who identify as part of the Palestinian nation but who hold Israeli citizenship
are referred to officially as "Israeli Arabs" or "Arab Israelis." I use the term Palestinian citizens
(or Palestinians) to reflect the way that the overwhelming majority of my research participants
define their identity.
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was, but that she realized it retroactively, in the context of other activities she had
experienced. In other words, the impact V refers to is not something she could
have articulated in the immediate context of her participation in the organization's
activities, or even shortly after. For V, rather, impact was something that emerged
over time, in the context of participating in other initiatives. Specifically, it
emerged through active engagement and reflection (dialogue with self) about her
encounter participation in the context of participating in these other initiatives.
Moreover, V's self-reflection during the period between our two meetings enabled
her to articulate this impact in the context of her conversation with me. Thus, as in
Example 1, impact in this context both emerged and was articulated in the
context of dialogic reflection: with herself, initially, and then with me. [23]
Later in our conversation, V said something that illustrates in a different way how
impact can emerge through dialogue. Discussing her experiences in the
encounter program, V talked about how it was only while she was a soldier in the
Israel Defense Forces that she fully realized the significance of what another
encounter program participant had said in a conversation they had several years
prior. V reminded me that when interacting with Palestinian citizens in the
encounter program, one of them had indicated to her that what each of the two
saw and absorbed about the "realities" of the Israel-Palestinian conflict was quite
different. She told me,
"[in the army] I looked at the Arab media and saw pictures ... in Jewish society we
don't, like, the second someone is dead, it's like you feel like they're innocent, like
they're holy, I mean, that's how we speak about the dead among us, and in Gaza, at
least, after Oferet Yetzuka,4 it was like simply, [the Palestinian media] didn't, they
didn't hold back. There were pictures of, like, pieces of people. After a terrorist attack
[in Israel] you don't see pictures like that, you see blood on the street, but you don't
see ... like, let's say, when they killed Yassin [a Palestinian Hamas leader
assassinated by the Israel Defense Forces], Arab media showed pictures of his brain,
scattered ... and I guess that's what he was talking about, when he said that I don't
see the whole picture.
Researcher: Who?
V: [Name of encounter program participant], when he said that he sees other things
that I am not exposed to." [24]

In explaining her realization of what was meant, "[h]e said that he sees other
things that I am not exposed to," V articulated a new sense of understanding
about what she experienced several years previously. Here, it is important to note
that she gained that understanding in the context of her dialogue with me, as
suggested by her statement, "I guess that's what he was talking about." In other
words, V's language indicated that it was in the moment of discussing that
incident that her realization occurred. Again, this points to the nature of impact as
something that is emergent through dialogue, rather than measured
unidirectionally through pre-determined variables. In this particular case, V's
4

Oferet Yetzuka is the Hebrew term for "Operation Cast Lead," an Israel Defense Forces military
assault on the Gaza Strip that was launched in December 2008. The assault lasted for twentytwo days.
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transformation was reflective of what can happen in the context of interviews
aimed towards fostering participant change (e.g., WOLGEMUTH & DONOHUE,
2006), although this particular interview was oriented more towards
understanding impact substantively rather than fostering it methodologically. It
also reflects further the nature of impact as an active phenomenon that often
happens retroactively: V's comments illustrated very clearly that she came to
these realizations, not because the encounter program directly changed her, but
because through the course of her encounter program experiences, along with
other experiences, V was able to better understand the complexity of sociopolitical phenomena and thus realize how she herself changed in the wake of her
interactions with Palestinian citizens. [25]
5.3 Example 3
The third example comes from a set of interviews conducted in a follow up study
to the one discussed in Example 2, which focused on the processes motivating
participants in Jewish-Palestinian educational initiatives to engage in social
activism. In this interview excerpt, U, a Palestinian woman and alumna of the
organization's programs, was telling me about her decision to remove her hijab. U
talked about removing her hijab as something that happened as a result of her
participation in organizational activities, but not directly: instead, it was a decision
she made as a result of dialogic experiences throughout her time there. U told me,
"[I wore the hijab for] three years. And in the last 2 years [of wearing it], I always
wanted to [take it off], but I didn't have the courage, I wasn't comfortable [wearing the
hijab] but I knew that in my society, it wouldn't be accepted, and it was really hard
socially. But at the moment that I changed my mind, I told myself, I changed my way
of thinking about it and simply decided, I will do it and whoever accepts it will accept it
and whoever doesn't, won't. I took that from [the encounter program].
Researcher: What was that connection? I mean, when you say that you changed your
perspective, how is that connected to what you got from the program?
U: Because we did all of these activities, I mean, it didn't connect directly but it did,
because when your awareness comes then everything comes together and
everything changes together. It's one of the things that really influenced me and
changed in me ... it's not like it was directly like, something we learned in a specific
activities, it's not something like that, but it was the change that came all together.
Researcher: So what was actually the change, that is, when you talk about the
change in the specific sense of taking off your hijab? You said earlier that you didn't
have the courage to do that, and then, you said that you changed and you took things
in a different ways ... so are you saying that you got up the courage to do it while you
were [a participant in the organization's activities]?
U: During that year [when I was a participant], my self-confidence increased, and
also, the way I think about my society and the way I want to act within it and how I
want to interact with it and speak to it ... I always thought that as someone with a
hijab I would better represent my society and would be from it more and would be
able to defend it and defend myself, but now that I've changed, I told myself, I can do
this also without [the hijab]. Like, I always felt that the hijab was something that was
FQS http://www.qualitative-research.net/
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within me and within something central that if I let go [of the hijab] I'll be letting go of
part of my identity. But I changed my perspective in terms of how I think of myself and
how, in terms of my identity, [how I think] about what my identity is made up of, and I
tell myself, it's a piece of cloth, so I can take it off and I can still represent and I can
still be part of this society." [26]

In the interview, U said that her self-understanding emerged from conversations
with others in the organization, as well as from conversations that happened in
the context of leaving the group each week and going back to her family and her
community. In that sense, for U, impact emerged iteratively, through multiple
dialogical processes, illustrating the nature of impact as a phenomenon that is
realized often indirectly, while reflecting upon or comparing experiences from
different contexts. In this case, it was not directly in the context of experiences
within the organization, but more broadly through conversations with others, both
within and outside of the organization, that U came to realize that the hijab [for
her] was "just a piece of cloth," and that her identity as a member of her
community was not connected to the hijab. U's discussion about removing her
hijab also points, again, to the nature of impact as emergent over time: she
clarified that the decision to remove it developed as her awareness shifted during
the entire period when she was participating in the organization's programs,
rather than as the immediate, direct result of some activity or set of activities. [27]

6. Reconceptualizing Impact
The examples above help us see that impact, far from being unidirectional or
passive, is claimed through active, iterative reflection on the part of the individual
experiencing that impact, as well as during and through intersubjective
engagement among community members and between researchers and research
participants. Intersubjective engagement in this context refers to the process
through which people come together to jointly create understanding (GILLESPIE
& CORNISH, 2009; RUSSELL & KELLY, 2002; ZURN, 2008). As SHOTTER
(2010) stated,
"[i]nstead of taking it for granted that we understand another person's speech simply
by grasping the inner ideas they have supposedly put into their words, we should
recognize that it is from within the dynamically sustained context of ... actively
constructed relations that what is uniquely being talked about gets its meaning"
(p.278). [28]

In other words, rather than being experienced in a purely internal or private
manner, impact emerges in the context of relational interactions that enable
iterative reflection on the part of the individual claiming that transformation has
occurred. The three examples discussed above allow me to illustrate in multiple
ways how change occurs and is understood in ways that challenge traditional
approaches to impact assessment, and in doing so, lend legitimacy to the call for
qualitative researchers to reclaim this term. First, through these examples, I show
that change happens through dialogue with others in the context of interventions
(or through dialogue with oneself when reflecting on previous experiences), thus
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pointing to the significance of conceptualizing impact as an active endeavor—this
challenges the passive role accorded to "those impacted" in traditional causeand-effect approaches to measuring impact. Second, I demonstrate that impact
occurs over time—in many cases, over months and years rather than over the
days or weeks of a program meant to set the stage for transformation. To this
end, it is also important to note that transformation often happens indirectly rather
than in the moment of interventions: as both the second and third examples
indicate, it occurs as a result of reflecting upon or re-experiencing what was
experienced, through dialogue with others as well as in dialogue with oneself
about other life experiences (LI & ROSS, 2020; see also PRODINGER &
STAMM, 2010). CUNLIFFE and SCARATTI's (2017) concept of opacity, that is,
the "notion that much of what we do is not immediately transparent to us and can
be perplexing if we are asked to articulate why and what we are doing in the
moment of doing it" (p.31), elucidates the importance of retrospective reflection
as a basis for understanding impact. This suggests that a conceptualization of
impact that relies on predetermined indicators of change (usually short-term) is
insufficient, and that a more open approach is necessary. [29]
Finally, through all three examples, I point to how impact emerges through
reflection that occurs in the context of research itself, that is, through dialogic
interview experiences that enable what WAY, KANAK ZWIER and TRACY (2015)
referred to as "flickers of transformation": new understandings, including
understandings among participants about how they have changed (for an
example of how researchers can facilitate this through interview research, see:
LEVITAN, MAHFOUZ & SCHUSSLER, 2018). Of particular importance here is
the idea that the research participation enables not only reflection about changes
that may have occurred previously, but also is transformative in its own right. That
is, through dialogic interviews, research participants can experience spaces
where transformation occurs and where impact emerges. [30]
The significance of reflection for the articulation of impact, and the emergent
nature of change, point to the need for a reconceptualization of impact that shifts
in two main ways from how it is primarily understood in most methodological
literature, as discussed above. First, a shift away from dominant epistemological
frameworks suggests that rather than impact existing as something that can be
operationalized and measured through pre-determined indicators and use of
comparison, we must understand impact within a constructivist framework where
data is co-constructed in the context of research—just as realities are coconstructed within the context of social interactions (GUBA & LINCOLN, 1989;
LINCOLN & GUBA, 1985; STUFFLEBEAM, 2008). More concretely, as I illustrate
through these examples, we should reconceptualize the notion of impact, not as
something that happens to a person but as something that an individual is
actively engaged in constituting through the process of self-reflection (dialogue
with self) or dialogic engagement with others. To this end, we might learn from
STERN et al.'s (2012) argument that participatory approaches have a positive
role to play in measuring impact, precisely because researchers utilizing these
approaches "do not see recipients of aid as passive recipients but rather as active
'agents'. Within this understanding, beneficiaries have 'agency' and can help
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'cause' successful outcomes by their own actions and decisions" (p.29, see also
GATES & DYSON, 2017). [31]
Second, through the examples above, I illustrate that a reconceptualization of
impact must foreground mutually constituted relationships rather than a
unidirectional understanding of cause and effect. In particular, I emphasize
contexts in which impact as change is expressed and/or experienced through
social interactions and dialogic processes, pointing to intersubjective
communicative relationships (HABERMAS, 1984 [1981], 1987 [1981]) as the
spaces within which impact emerges and is understood. As internal
understandings of how one has changed are expressed, they are no longer
private but enter the intersubjective domain (FREEMAN, 2011; LI & ROSS,
2020). And it is through this intersubjective domain, either during transformative
experiences (as in Examples 1 and 3), in dialogue with oneself/self-reflection
about those experiences (as in Example 2), or in the context of research about
those transformative experiences (as in Examples 1 and 2), that impact is
realized and made explicit. Moreover, if impact is not passive but rather an active
endeavor, where the some-ones who "are impacted" actively engage in their own
transformation, understanding impact requires a methodological approach that
takes into account how it is expressed and recognized dialogically, in the context
of inter-subjective engagement (MacINTOSH, BEECH, ANTONACOPOULOU &
SIMS, 2012). This approach aligns with REICHERTZ's (2018) discussion about
"communicative power," specifically that communicative action is oriented
towards having an impact, that is, "making someone do what we expect him to
do" (p.292). REICHERTZ argued that impact is emergent from the
communicative power of the social situation within which it arises, rather than
defined through classic understandings of causal relationship; similarly, I suggest
that impact in the form of transformation is emergent through social situations
and intersubjective communication. In the context of researcher-participant
interactions, understanding impact aligns with the approach used in
interventionist evaluations where the role of the researcher is to enable a process
of meaning making among stakeholders through the evaluation itself, as per
MÄÄTTÄ and RANTALA (2007). [32]
BARAD's (2003) concept of agential intra-action, drawing from the field of
quantum physics, provides a possible framework for re-imagining impact in a way
that takes into account its active, reflexive, and dialogic nature, and serves as an
alternative to dominant approaches to impact research. BARAD argued that there
is a causal relationship between "the apparatuses of bodily production and the
phenomena produced" (p.814); in other words, "a causal relationship between
specific exclusionary practices embodied as specific material configurations of
the world (i.e., discursive practices/(con)figurations rather than 'words') and
specific material phenomena (i.e., relations rather than 'things')" (ibid.). She
stated that the primary unit of focus is the phenomenon made up of inter-acting
components, rather than the components themselves or a set of independently
existing components interacting. Intra-action, further, includes what BARAD
(p.815) termed an "agential cut" (set in contrast with a Cartesian "cut" that sets
the binary subject-object distinction). The "agential cut", in BARAD's
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conceptualization, refers to the boundaries of a phenomenon (made up of
interacting components) as it occurs in specific interactions; the meaning
attributed to phenomena are likewise contingent upon the dynamics of these
interactions. [33]
How does agential intra-action apply to thinking about impact? For one, it opens
up a new way of thinking about causality: rather than some thing impacting some
other thing (or person), it is a specific intra-action among components that
creates a phenomenon of interest. Thus, we might think about the intra-action of
individuals occurring in some program or initiative as enabling change and
leading to the emergence of impact (and thereafter articulation of what this
impact is), rather than the initiative impacting the (passive) individuals involved
with it. Within BARAD's framework, in other words, the meaning of impact is
created through dialogic interactions (within the experiences themselves, with
oneself in the context of other life experiences, and in the context of research
about the experiences), rather than being measured from an external, thirdperson point of view. Agential intra-action can therefore be understood as a way
of conceptualizing impact as an active phenomenon that requires engaged
interaction rather than passive receipt of some new understanding or cognitive
awareness that becomes an operationalized indicator of transformation.
Moreover, the fluid and dynamic nature of phenomena within BARAD's
framework reaffirms the significance of a contextually constituted process of
meaning making, wherein the relationship among individuals—as
researcher/participants as much as among participants in some initiative aimed at
transformation—shapes the significance of the phenomenon itself, that is, how
we understand impact in that context. Indeed, as MARN and WOLGEMUTH
(2017) pointed out, within the framework of agentic realism, "the interview
process itself [is] complicit in the production of identity performances through its
material presence/effects" (p.372). In other words, transformation and impact are
emergent within the context where they are articulated. [34]
There are, of course, challenges inherent in conceptualizing impact this way,
especially in terms of applying BARAD's (2003) concept of agential intra-action as
a framework for understanding and measuring impact. For one, this approach
necessitates a dual-level view on the part of the researcher, who must consider
both the dialogue of research participants with others, during and in the wake of
an intervention, and their own dialogue with participants, as shaping change and
thus enabling the articulation of impact. In other words, researchers must tease
apart impact claimed in the interaction between themselves and their participant,
from impact claimed due to the interaction between the participant, an
intervention, and other experiences enabling reflection on the experiences of that
intervention. This suggests the importance of analytic strategies that allow
researchers to focus not only on the substance of conversation, where evidence
of impact emerging from an intervention might be articulated, but also on
narrative form and on language use that can provide insight into how the
interview itself creates a space for reflection, and through reflection, for
transformation. Approaches to interviewing that are oriented towards building in
time for reflection (e.g., NARDON, HARI & AARMA, 2021), may also be helpful in
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this respect, as may the Bakhtinian approach to narrative analysis that SKINNER,
VALSINER and HOLLAND (2001) proposed. [35]
A second, related issue to address is BARAD's (2003) conceptualization of a
"phenomenon" as the unit of focus rather than the independent components
interacting to create/enable that phenomenon. BARAD placed primary emphasis
on interpersonal construction and creation of impact through the processes of
active, iterative reflection; this means that the role of environmental and
contextual forces may be backgrounded in the process of making meaning of
transformation and impact. However, given the lack of attention to the
interactions of individuals with their environments that characterizes much of the
scholarship on impact and individual transformation (ROSS, 2017), finding ways
to foreground this is an imperative for a reconceptualization of impact. Indeed,
the interactions of individuals with their environments, as seen especially in
Examples 2 and 3 above, are central to enabling the kind of self-reflection that
allows for impact to emerge. This further reinforces the need for analytical
strategies that can explore what NEALE, HENWOOD and HOLLAND (2012, p.5)
called "timescapes," or "flows of time"—the ways that individuals actively make
sense of their past and navigate their futures (see also HENDERSON,
HOLLAND, McGRELLIS, SHARPE & THOMSON, 2012; HOLLAND, 2011;
NEALE & FLOWERDEW, 2003). For instance, DENNIS' (2020) analysis of
change using time analytics provides a schematic model through which
qualitative researchers can reconstruct change over time that manifests implicitly.
Though DENNIS focused on understanding culture, her schematic model can be
used and adapted at an individual level to make explicit the emergence of impact
through self-reflection. [36]
Despite these challenges, the concept of agential intra-action, and constructivist
frameworks more broadly, help reconceptualize impact in a way that transcends
many of the limitations of its use in existing methodological literature and returns
agency to individuals who are the focus of inquiry into and about impact. In
particular, these frameworks enable us to shift away from a static and
unidirectional orientation towards impact, to a reflective and contextually-driven
understanding, particularly in the context of interventions aimed at individual
change. They allow us to more deeply understand what change is and how it
happens, and in ways that provide insight into the meaning accorded to that
change by those who experience it. Such an understanding is necessary if we are
to engage in measuring impact in a way that takes into account the complexity
inherent in social life, and thus furthers the imperative for qualitative researchers
to reclaim the term in the work with which we engage. [37]
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